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tum, State Rep. av1 .. us eas1 y
\\(On the mayoral race in
Albuquerque Tuesday, out.
distancing incumbent Mayor Harry
Kinl).ey by more than 15 per cent.
~:\ ,, ~ }n. a campaign marked by ex;:., '·'cnanges of charges· by the four
' ' · candidates, R.usk, the candidate
who seemed to stay clear of the
mudslinging, overcame a $low start
and built his momentum in the
closing weeks of the campaign.
· Rusk, a stat~ representative in
State Dist. 19, Will take office on
Dec. l,
Rusk, who was. defeated in the
first mayoral election under the new
city charter adopted in 1974, never
really stopped campaigning. He
was the first candidate to announce
for mayor early this year a_nd
· c.redited his victory to "strong
organization."
''The attention paid to me picked
up in the late stages of the campaign," Rusk said Tuesday night.
"l had a higher amount of
visibility."
With 65 of 115 precincts
reporting, Rusk had 46 per cent of
the vote. Kinney had 29 per cent.
Former Municipal Court Judge
·.
Paul Demos had 18 per cent of the
vote and Jo Ann Eastham had six
per cent. As expected, a light
turnout of about one-third of the
eligible voters went to the polls.
Kinney blamed his defeat on hi s
fights with Demos and said . the
media never really corrected
mistatements directed at him by
Demos.
The Democrat based his campaign largely on the iss~e of quality
growth in Albuquerque and more
(contonpage21 neighborhood
parks.
Rusk
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Advlse-ment ·Successfu I

By TOM· WAGERS
to th~ report,
LOBO Staff Writer
· ''Thi~ new continuous adAfter one year .of operation,
mission-advisement-registration
UNM's m:w decentralized academic
system provides many advantages
to students and to staff. lthas been
advisement centers have proved a
success, according to· Dr. E. Bruce well received. · W~" strongly
Potter, associate dean of University
recommend that it be continued,"
College and coordinator of adPotter's report concluded.'
visement programs.
The new system was established
A new advisement policy went at the suggestion of UNM President
into effect in the summer of 1976,
William E. Davis because of
along with continuous registration, · general dissatisfaction with the
Potter told the LOBO in a recent previo\lS system on the part of
interview. Under this policy, students and parents who felt that
"satellite" advisement centers were advisement was difficult to obtain
created .in each of the University's and often inadequate, Potter said.
10 colleges and the old counsel~hg
Dean William H. Huber of
center in M.esa Vista Hall was University College, who has made a
closed.
study of rams at 'UNM, explained
Under the new policy, all ~first that there are basically two
and second semester freshmen and philosophies of academic adall. transfer students must see an visement. The first, under which
advisor before they can register, the university has operated since
Potter said.
about 1970, is that "Advice is that
All incoming students are asked which someone seeks, not that student and advisor.
if they have decided on an academic which is thrust upon someone." he
major. If so, they are referred to said.
the advisement center of the apThe alternate school of thought ·
propriate college., Undecided favors mandatory clearance of each·
students ,are counseled by ... student's program of studies .by an
University College, he said.
advisor. Huber continued. This in
In addition, certain of the degree- loco "parentis philosophy (the
granting colleges require an in- university acting in the role of
· terview with an advisor. as part of parent) governed advisement policy
the screening process a student prior to 1970, Huber said.
must go through in order to be . At that time, all advisement was
By Eo-r..OPEZ
admitted to that college, as set forth done by faculty members. Each .
LOBO Staff Writer
The City Council Monday
in the UNM general cata Iog.
undergraduate student was assigned
Other students may seek ad- to a specific. faculty member and evening passed a resolution to
visement at the centers. voluntarily, was required to obtain that ad- implement six ASUNM Senate
concerning
and are urged to ta ke ad vantage o f visor's approval . of his or her recommendations
this service.
schedule each semester before being pedestrian safety on Central
th
In a. recent report to
e allowed to register, Huber said. The . A~enue, including the removal of
· t ra t'Jon advisor's signature was also parkingon the south side of Central
Admissions and R egts
Committee, Dr. Potter stated that required to drop or add a class.
and lowering the speed limit from
eight of the 10 coll.eges indicated a
Huber explained· that as the 35. mph to 30 mph.
"favorable" response to the new University grew larger and students
The ASUNM senate drafted a
procedure. No information was became· more independent, this' resolution in September with seven
available from the colleges . of · system . degenerated into an ad- recommendations to improve
education or engineering, accordmg - V,ersary relationship between·-._ pedestrian safety, six of which the

·oavidRusk
dispalyed a wise strategy ofsteenng
clear of the charges-trading that
seemed to bog down the other
candidates.
All of. the bond issues in the
election passed easily. A proposal
to raise the city councjllors' salaries
was defeated by the voters.
lrl the Dist. 1 nice, incumbent
City Council President Patrick J.
Baca won re-election.
Mel Aragon upset incumbent
councillor Dr. Solomon Brown in
. the University-area Dist. 3 race:.
Brown had been appointed to the
post in J\llY by Kinney.
Sandra Cohn West easily won reelection in the Dist. S race.
Newcomer Jo MacAleese surprjsed incumbent councillor Allen
Krumm in the Dist. 7 race to
become the second woman on the
council.
·
Incumbent councillor Marion
Cottrell won re-election in Dist. 9
over Joseph Hunt, a recent high
school graduate.
Cottrell is a
professor of engineering at UNM.
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·c;ty ·council Passes
Central Pedestrian Plan
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City Transportation and Public
Works Committee approved Sept.
22. The committee voted to defer
action on the senate recommendation to reduce the speed limit
on Girard Blvd., Lomas Ave, and
University Blvd., pending the
completion of further studies.
hi addition to removing parking
from University Blvd. to Princeton,
the resolution calls for the city to
conduct studies to determine
whether the expense. of widening
the Central Ave. median for
pedestrian use is justified.
The installation of general
pedestrian warning_ signs on the
median that include the legend
''Next Ten Blocks" for both
eastbound and ·westbound traffic is·
also specified in the resolution.
The City Council also voted to
install
pedestrian
signals
(Walk/Don't Run) and pushbuttons on all traffic signals
surrounding the UNM area.
Four of the senate recommendations· had been made in a
Central Ave. pedestrian study
conducted· by the city trafficengineering department earlier this
year . . Two additional senate
proposals, calliilg for a pedestrign
study of other major streets around
UNM
and
City
Council
cooperation in promoting a
p~destrian-safety . program
at
UNM, were also approved by the
counciL
Councilor Alan Reed, a UNM
public-administration
professor ·
and sponsor of the .resolution,
in formed the council ,that the speedlimit change on Central had already
been.postep.
· ...
.
.
When thee City TransportatiOn
and Public Workd Committee was
considering the resolution,· assist.
traffic engineer Jon DuFresne
informed· the committee that the
the LIMISchool's ,_,..,.. Tire city had already started work on the
installation of pedestrian signals. ·

Cream ana Punishmen·t
MWf fAbr, ,.ofJ ••~.allaWfll* ••. r'ietl In thB lares brll !25 ,...,pie dutlnt!

,~lhJ;nfhttJpieawlllgotowllidthB Mbtat'sLMvCrur:ar.

The Central Ave. pedestrian
study concluded that most. of the
parking on the south side of Cen~ral
is long-term.' When the resolution
was in committee, the belief that
the elimination of parking would
not have adverse effects on business
establishments along Central was
expressed by committee members.
City officials. informed the
committee that side streets would
provide as .many parking ~paces as
those eliminated by the removal of
parking, all within a block ?f
Central. More parking meters w11l
probably be needed on·side streets,
the pedestrian study concluded.
Councilor Marion Cottrell, a
UNM civil-engineering professor,
suggested durin& committee
hearings and again "before. the
council the acquisition of small
city-owned lots at a later date to
provide additional parking jor
business establishments, and to
avoid backing up parking to
residential areas.
In other city council action, a
memorial was passed requesting
that the city complete a development plan of the UNM area within
six months. An amendment was ·
made to the memorial reducing the
size of the area to be studies after
city offJcials told the council staff
limitations would not permit work
on the originally pr.oposed area.
Cottrell, who . spo.nsored the
memorial, said rapid growth in the ;UNM area has created congestion,
along with solar access and parking
problems. A plan is needed soon,
he said.
·
The UNM area was designated an
urban center in the Comprehensive
Plan adopted by the City of
Albuquerque and County of
llernalillo in 197 5. An urban center
is a large, high-dc:nsity area with
multiple functions ·that serves a
~region or metropolitan area.
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Marijuana .Laws $ought
Albuquerque City Council. The
Monday with the City Clerk's
council
can approve it or let
office, a notice of intent to circulate
'
AlbQquerque
voters dec1de
by
a petition in favor of the submitted
ordinance, which would reduce the means of a special election.
Alex Kaplan, NORML director,
per!alty for possession of [ess than
he would prefer a special
said
one ounce of marijuana to a $25
"It would show that the
election.
civil fine. The law now provides for
it,'' he said, "and with
voters
favor
a maximun $509 fine and/ or 15
a
solid
block
of Bernalillo County
days in jail.
voters
behind
it, decriminalization
If the required 5,63) signatures
a
better
chance
of succeeding at
has
are collected on the petition within
the
state
level
also."
sixty days, the proposed ordinance
Kaplan said that NORML has
will be bro'Ugh t before the
plans to set up a table manned by a
voter registration oi:J. the UNM
campus to gather signatures and
SJ)eakers and PEC Present
disseminate information.
Although 5,633 signatures are
necessary, they must be of
registered voters to be valid. "We
are shooting for 10,000," he said.
"!'was told by the city clerk that it's
normal for about half of the
signatures on a petition to be invalid. People just forget if they are
registered or'not."
The board of directors of New
Mexico PIRG voted to assist
NORML in the effort.
"We. feel it is an issue of public
concern,'' said Betsey Rem ageHealey, PIRG director. "We want
to bring it to the attention of the
public."
PIRG will act as coordinators for
NORML, making sure volunteers

ByPAULSCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer
A petition by the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) is
underway this week in support of a
proposed city ordinance that would
lessen the penalty for possession of
marijuana. The New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG) is
cooperating with NORML in the
drive.
NORML . filed an initiative

ASUNM

er 1 , 1.977,
Popejoy Hall
. 8:15 p.m.
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Albuquerque's first major
· .laser-light experience
with

~1.00

Allison Enmon Leslie Holmquist
I am very proud and honored to
Homecoming to me represents
be part· of the University's the highlight of the football season
homecoming court. Homecoming is to the school. I think the queen
a tradition which has survived on represents an extension of glamour
this campus for many years mainly on to the field to competition. The
due to the quality and support of ideal queen should have a feel for
the administration, faculty, student competitivenness, school spirit, and
body and alumni. This is a growing . contact with student body. I feel I
university, and I would enjoy being meet these qualifications. I've
able to tell more people about the played for the school tennis team
campus and what it has to offer. for three yars. I feel this illustrates
my 'athletic and social spirit. UNM
One reason I chose UNM was is my school. People support me
because of the University's and I know theyt'd like. me to
academic program in my major support them. I'm not only a sports
nedical technology.
· ' participant, but a fan also. I would
like to be homecoming queen so we
A large pal'! or a homecoming can show the people of New Mexico
queen 's duty is recruitment, and I
and the nation the spirit, the
would like to prepresent the warmth and the friendliness that is
University to both incoming atUNM.
students and alumni. As a student
from out of state, I realize thee
importance of college recruitment
in the high schools and am willing
to travel throughout the nation to
represent the Univeristy of New
Mexico.
·
My name is Cheryl Bassett. I
would like to be UNM' s 1977
After being here for thr~e years, I homecomming queen, and feel
have 'seen UNM develop and am qualified for this honor bee ause my
proud of its progress and want to varied activities have afforded me
see it continue to prosper. I feel that the opportunity to become
the homecoming queen is a symbol acquainted with many students and
fo the school, and I would ike to be faculty.
This is my third year in the Lobo
that symbol.
Marching Band as a flute player.
Last year I was a UNM Chaparral.
I am very active with recreational
sports, such as tennis, snow skiing,
gymnastics, and I train and ride
horses. As a little sister of Lambda
Qualifications:
Chi Alpha Fraternity, I keep very
-Native New Mexican
busy working at their many fun-.
- Commu·nicative Disorders Major
ctions.
-Tutor for Hearing Impaired at Me
During 1976-77, I was Bemalillio
County queen, and competed for
Kinley Jr. High
-Member of Women's Track & State Fair queen. I am a recreation
major arid I am in therapeutic
Field and Cross Country Team
-Member of GreJ:k System; Kappa recreation. With this major I will
T<appa Gamma
work with· the mentally retarded,
blind, handicapped, aged and any
I consider it a great honor to have · other special population. I have put
been chosen as a candidate to run on new games ~tournaments at
for the position of homecoming UNM, and this summer I was a
queen here at UNM. For the horse-back riding instructor for the
reasons listed above, I feel I am campfire girls.
qualified to run for this position·. In
Last year when I was a chaparral,
fulfilling the duties required of a I became even more aware of what
home~o minhg queen, I think it ist Wolf-Pack pride meant, that ev~n .
essentla t at one must represen
if your team loses you are sll
the student body in various campus proud. From this I salute ALL of
and community activities.
UNM's sports and the men and
women athletes.
BreeisnegntiendvoulvNedMinasathalemtice~bi !aov~
Because I am involved in many of
rep
UNM's activitites, and am aware of
the women's track program for the what goes on in the University
past two years. Women's athletics community,
feel my attitude
has become more and more would project well as UNM's 1977
competent at UNM over the last homecoming queen.·
few years and keeps progressing in

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - President Carter Tuesday pledged that
the United States will never use nuclear weapons except in self defense and
offered to cut the U.S. nuclear arsenal by 50 percent if the Russians will do
thesame.
.
In an address to th'e U.N. General Assembly, the President said a
significant arms limitation agreement is "within sight."
"My country believes that the time has come to end all explosions of
nuclear devices, no matter what their claimed justification-peaceful or
military," Carter said.
In his speech beginning a two-day round of talks and consultation, the
President also assumed a direct role in the Middle East negotiations,
appealing for "good faith negotiations" on both sides and reaffirming the
U.'S, commitment to Israel's security.
Later· he met in separate private meetings with the lsr~eli and Egyptian
foreign ministers.
In his speech, Carter said, "In Strategic Arms ],imitation Talks we and
the Soviets are within sight of a significant agreement on limiting the total
number of weapons and in restricting certain categories of weapons of
special concern to each of us."

Cheryl Bassett

"We can also start the crucial process of curbing the relentless march of
technological development which makes nuclear weapons even more
difficult to C!?_ntrol."
Carter was greeted by a standing ovation when he was introduced to the
Assembly. Speaking in a strained voice at the outset, he was interrupted by
applause only once in the speech - when he declared the United States
would not use nuclear weapons except in self-defense.
Carter said if the two superpowers succeed in limiting weapons, they
"will also create a foundation for better relations in other spheres.
"T_he ~nited St~te~ i~ ';"'illing to go a.s far as possible, consistent with our
secunty mterests, m hmitmg and reducmg our nuclear weapons," he said.

are wher.e the~ are sup~osed to ~e.
and helpmg With pubhc1ty, she said ..
Rem age-Healey said that PIRG will
help with advertising costs,. but did
not name a figure.
·
In February of this ye'ar, a bill
was voted down in the state
legislature that would have made it
legal to possess up to three ounces
of marijuana in one's home.

Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations

Queen Candidates Speak Out

jPresident Proposes I
U.S.·· Russ·ian Swap

Lessen Penalties

"On a reciprocal basis we are willing now to reduce them by 10 percent,
by 20 percent, even by 50 percent. Then we will work for further reductions
to a world truly free of nuclear weapons."
, .
. . ,.
:.
.
.
·.
'· ' \
·
. I o reduc.ethe·rel.mnc~ of natiOns on nulcear arms, Carter said, "I hereby
solemnly declare ?il behalf oqh,e Unite~ St~tes .that we. will not use nuclear
weapons except m. self-defense; that IS, m Circumstances of an actual
nuclear or conventional attack on the United Staets, our territories or
armed force:;or such an attack on our allies."
. Ulp.omatic reactions to his speech were a mixture of praise for his strong
b1d for nuclear disarmament and criticism for his failure to discuss other
important U.N. issues, such as the Black-White confrontation in Africa
and world economic problems.

Tickets
s3so and s3oo
UNM student discount

Advisement •

Susan -Vigil

• •

;~ft~o:;~;~~~- collegiate .. comOther areas of my interests lie in
the field of communic.ative
disorder.s. I am especially interested
in the needs of the deaf community
and hope to become a teacher in a
school for deaf children. I eurrently
tutor at McKinley Jr. High for
hearing impaired students.

2632 Pennsylvania NE
suite E
Phone 298·4734

'
Return Your Application To The

Deadline:

your life but the life in your years
that counts.
-Adlai E. Stevenson
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With this coupon buy any giant,. large or
medium size thin crust pizza or any large size
thick crust pizza at regular menu price and
receive one pizza of the next smaller size
with equal number of ingredients and the
same type crust tree.
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Present With Guest Check
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P1zzainn®
u\Wve got a feeling
you're gonna like us::
1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
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The University of New Mexico
offers many different opportunities

DIET CENTER

Among Students
In American
Universities And Colleges
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Smaller Size Free
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This year, the role of the UNM
homecoming queen is going to
change. The ASUNM Homecoming
Committee
has
given
the
homecoming queen a key role in
· recr~iting. new students an~ in
representing UNM at vanous
campus and community functions
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The original thin crust that
made Pizza Inn famous ... or
our old fashion thick crust. Both
flavor-baked to perfection.
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Tere,sa Janis

OVERWEI(3HT?

WHO'S WHO

Studcn.t Activities Center, 1st Floor,
New Mexico Union Building

GA1.

Dinah Taylor

(cont. on pogo 10)

Homecoming has gotten a
reputation for being either a protest
event or a reversion to 1950's fluff.
It should be a time for rededication
to the University and its' ideals.
Homecoming
queen should
symbolize the committment that
students are making to some
purpose larger than themselves. I
see the University as a community
of highly committed individuals.
Because the committments are
diverse makes them no less real.
In the three years I have attended
UNM I believe my committment to
the University has shown. As
ASUNM vice-president I organized
the 1976 Candidates Day, at which
Sen. Harrison Schmidt and former
Sen. Joseph Montoya appeared and
talked with students, both on an
individual basis and as a group.
This was an important step for it
symbolized. that UNM students are
becoming recognized as part of a
responsible electorate. While
working on the Provost Search
Committee, I had the opportunity

I

and am looking forward to two

the Arts and Sciences Student
Advisory Board I have pushed for
student oriented programs and
policies.! see myself as a highly
committed • individual and would
like to represent the committment
of the student body as the 1977
UNM homecoming q\leen. I am
letter F on the ballot.
·

Dorothy Davidson

11

1

the catalog and by attending one of
However, in 1970, the the in loco several orientation sessions held · ·
parentis concept was abandoned in before the beginning of each
favor of an informal "do your own semester, Huber said.
thing" approach that made all
Potter described that system as
·
· 1y vo 1un tary,
"very nebulous."
a d v1sement
stnct
Huber said.
Both Potter and Huber stressed
He explained that, under this that the return to mandatory adsystem, students were simply visem~nt for new students is not a
supposed to seek out a faculty return to the concept of in loco
member of their choice and ask him parentis.
or her for advice. No one was
"The difference is, the advisor
specifically trained for or assigned will give advice, but the student is
to, the job of advising students. not required to follow it," Potter
New stusJen~f ~Jl>i!lil<Pect<:;p to . e.xl)hj.i~ed, "exc~R,t .in the case of
info~~rtfehlsefv~"!ft 'U'tiMrsity · fres\lma'.\';place$,~nt. in math and
policies and regulations by reading ''~i.'1l!iill91 ~hichJii;J<?Pe on the basis
. .
.
.
of test scores.
. ,, ,.
;~l),u.\ld~itio.n, 'i.t;a.ch college is
autoiJqmou$ in 'de;i;idlng how it will
operate its own advisement
New Mexico
program, Potter continued.
DAILY LOBO
Some colleges, notably Arts and
No. 32
Vol. 82
Sciences and University College,
381400
staff their advisement centers with
The New Mexico lJally!..olllJ is published
Monday through F'ridny every rcgulnr week
part-time para-professionals whose
of the University year and weekly durJng the
only job is student advisement,
Summer Sr:!SSion by the Board of Student
Publications of the Unlvcrsilyo(Ncw Mexico
while many of the smaller colleges
and Is not financially associated with tJNM:
Second class posto.gc paid ..... ~ 1'
continue to use faculty members, he
1 ~,
New MeXico 87131. Sui
IS
explained.
.$IO.OOfor thcncndcmicyetu.
.,
'• )I
"'· "'"It's 'tiot' jt1st an- information
Tlic oplnlop,';s;~f!XPrcsscd on ~he cdit<ninl
pages of Tln{Dillly l..obo tuc tho~fl ohho
center," Potter said of the
author solely.. Onslgm.'Cl opinion Is thal of tho
.cclHorlal bourd of 1bc. Duily L[)bo. Nothlng
Univeristy College advisement
prlrtt(:d lt1 The Dt~ily Lobo iiCCC.\.~a'rlly
center. "It's a place where someone
tc{1rcscrltS Lhl!•\'icws of Uw University o[ New
Mexico.
can sit down with a student and
devise an acudemic strate!;v."
lcont.from •••• 11

towitnhelp.:ndent
select a provost concerned
needs. As a m,rmber of

to its students other than thA ~l~ss
situation. I feel anced to better my
learning e)!perience through all
means available to me. Being
homecoming queen would give me
a change to broaden my learning
spectrum with experience as well as
with people, It would also give me
an opportunity to test my self
confidence not only as an individual but in representing the
students,
faculty
and
ad- .
ministration.
Life is too short to be fearful of
getting involved in everyway
possible. I have found that I cannot
feel like a complete person unless I
reach out to new and different
ideals. This has been true for me in
the sorority which has .enabled me
to participate in a great deal of
campus and community activities.
The University of New Mexico has
been my life for four years and in
this last year I want to be content
with myself that I have lived these
years to their fullest.
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Elephant
Jewelry

Editori~l

Someone Cares

It's a good thing some people around UNM still care enough about
i;) homecoming to give it monetary support.
::2;
The ASUNM Senate is too busy fiddling with old bills and trying to
;:: get enough members to have a meeting, that it can't worry about such
petty things as homecoming.
.,r TODAY WE VOTE for homecoming queen and although the queen
:;:,. election is only one part of the whole homecoming spirit, it takes on
8; added importa nee in 1977.
This year's queen will receive a sc;holarship and will also travel around
the state during the academic year recruiting students for UNM. We
,
urge students to take the time to read the queen candidates' statements
in today's LOBO and decide. which of the candidates would be the best
representative of UNM from among the field of 11 women.
But we almost didn't have much of a homecoming atmosphere this
year. And we still might not.
Two weeks ago, when the senate was considering the homecoming
bill, it first slashed about half of the appropriation amount from the bill.
Then Sen. Rudy Martinez topped off things By walking out of the
meeting, leaving the body One member short of quorum.
Tonight the s~nate will again consider the mollified bill which is now
down to $511.50.
IN THE MEANTIME, ASUNM President Tom Williams, and VicePresident for Alumni, Student and Developmental Affairs Marvin
"Swede" Johnson have tried to help out the homecoming committee.
Williams g~ve the committee about $50 out of his own contingency
funds, and Johnson is trying to solicit some money from the alumni
office.
· Two students wrote to tell us that they were disappointed in the
senate for refusing·to give the homecoming committee money to pay
for bands and other activities beneficial to students. They said because
the senate refused to fund the homecoming committee, the Alumni
Association would wind up bailing the students out and would
therefore have a loud voice in the way homecoming is presented.
Homecoming is for the alumni, but it is also for the students. Our
studefjt government sould be interested enough in homecoming to
·
provide some entertainment for us.
EVEN IF THE Senate does vote to give som~ money to homecoming
committee, the factthat it dilly-dallied so long about the whole thing
again displays a lack of concern for the students in our own student
government.
We are glad there are some folks still around who care if students
have· a good time at homecoming.
But don't be surprised if the alumni are running the show again.
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ivory. I wasn't quite prepared for
the manner in which another
salesman glibly retorted. ''From
Africa,'' he said, and presented a
big, white half-moon smile.
Beautiful teeth.
At
that moment several
elephants "from Africa" were
falling so that another African could
likely illegally take the tusks, sell or
trade them to a middleman who
would then peddle them .. to a
smuggler. He would then get them
into the U.S. to be purchased by a
distributor in order to send' pieces
throughout the states ... even to
Albuquerque . where imperceptive
"artists" could buy, carve, and
thereby sell a fellow animal into
extinction. And to do that on a
univeristy campus.
I am ashamed.
Nancy Harris
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Candidate C
Leslie Holmquist
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Candidate D
Cheryl Basse.tt

Candidate B
Susan Vigil

I
Candidate E
Teresa Janis

Candidat!l A
Allison Enman
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Story .Disputed
WEDNES'DAY. OCTOBER 5; 9:00A.M. TO 5:00P.M.
\JOT€ FOR ONE CtiNDIDfiT€

ASU NM Viewpoint

Senate Responsible

•.AND IN

me

5000?

PROCEsS. SO/tie
5,000 /I.ICIRK£RS
/.05T

by Tom Fisher

1.

J

As a new senator, I have some ideas I would like to share concerning
_
recent adverse developments in the senate's image.
The"first is on the failure of the senate to meet last Wednesday due to
being one senator short of quorum. One of those absent senators,
Marilyn Sullivan, is taking a class that meets during the senate
meetings. It is incomprehensable to me how it failed to occur to Ms.
Sullivan during pre-registration that taking such a class would conflict
with her duties to the student body. I believe that ASUNM law should
be ammended to prohibit any senator from scheduling classes during
senate meetings, to take effect this spring semester. The voters should
remember this in the event that Ms. Sullivan decides to run again for·
senate this November. To help voters in this regard, every senator
should be required to file a schedule of classes, and the names of any
incumbents who have missed more than three meetings should be
published for the benefit of the voters this November by the LOBO.
A second problem area is deficit spending. Since the estimates the
senate works with are often revised, I support the idea that the budget
be drawn up in September rather than in April. Also, many
organizations are of an esot.eric or utopian cause-oriented nature, with
few students actually participating in their activities. A priorities list that
would rank organizations in the order of howniany students actually
use their services or participate in their regular activities should be
drawn up. Rankings could be on the basis of hard membership figures
and other bookkeeping evidence of the real number of participants. In
other words, larger organizations deserve to be considered first .
• Problems in deficit spending by organizations would also be avoided if
the senate required zero-based budgeting of all funded organizations. I
would welcome ideas from any student in my box in front of room 242
in the SUB.
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Candidate H
Christi Ray

Candidate G
Dinah Taylor

'I

LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·ln·chlef: Tim Gallagher

1

Managing Editor: R'ebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood

Asst. News Editor; D.M. F'lynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid

Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editor·:. Koren Walston
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unslglied editorials represeht a majorUy oplnlon of the LOBO editorial
board, All other columns, c:artoorls, and letters represent the Opinion of the author,and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS~ Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed With the au"thor's name 1
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
300 words ali hough exceptions will be made If the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be ptinted and names wlll not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opfnfons niust by typed and Signed With the author's name, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number-. Opinions Should be no longer than 500 words. Only the name
of author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
All submiSsions become the property of the New Mexico Daily LOBO :tnd wll! be edited
Only for length or possibly libelous content, If any changes are made, the author Will be con·
tacted to discuss chailges:

Elephant Jewelry
E:ditor:

On the SUB plaza today a young
woman was selling what I thought
were celluloid or plaStic pendants.
!=rom a distance it looked as if she
had painstakingly carved designs
into the pendants and I therefore
stopped to admire her tiandiWork.

They were beautiful and very well
done considering the small working
surface.available to the carver.
I then read the cardboard placed
that proclaimed each piece to have
been hand-carved on genuine
ivory. Knowing the answer, I still
asked where she had gotten the
lCont.ori topof
toltowlruJ column)

Candidate K
Rhonda Ruchensky

CandidateJ
Stacy Wilson
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Vinyl Tracks
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~IJ!CD~~IJ! ~11!~~11![14

With the Sounds of a Thousand VIolins

! The Day of the Lasets
·o;
An evening of electrically syn0 h · d
0 1 estze
sounds and a spectacular
.~ laser light show materialize
:l Monday 0 t 10 t 8 . 15
.
::E Po e'o 'H lei ·
a · p.m. 10
:;;oi
ItP J · Y tla · s 1 ·1 L
M
•
IS
1e o et
aser .,.us1c
Z Spectacle,
courtesy of Gary
~- Levenberg and Kim

gp

a..

HAYA 'r SHALOM

Recor:ded Message
Phone 296·8568

mastern:inds behind the psychedelic
event.
Th' . th f' t
· 1
I' ht
•.s ts e 1rs ma)~r aser 1g
expenence to be witnessed by
Albuquerqueans, although local
· f ans got a mmor
· ~ samp I'mg o f
mus1c
.
th El
· L' h 0 h t
It at
e ectnc 1g t rc es ra
concert_Iast January.
Solei! (pronounced soh-lay)
consists of an intricate· network of
threadlike light beams woven in
such a pattern where movement is
precise, yet random. The colorful
luster transcends a feeling of aura
and galactic splendor.
An original music soundtrac~
accompanies the dimensional and
three-dimensional laser forms with
special effect sounds ranging from .
. heartbeats to flutes to raindrops.
ASUNM Speakers and Popular
Entertainment Committees are
i sponsoring the show. Tickets prices
are $3.50 and $3.00 for the general
public and $2.50 and $2.00 for
students with a UNM !D.

Jean-Luc Ponty
Editor's note: Tod«Y we bring
you a special section on "Vinyl
Tracks" [our record review page]
'centered solely on violinists. Violin,
as you c«n see is no longer reserved
for symphony orchestra,. as they
now- explore ·rock, jazz. disco and
country music.

"Enigmatic Ocean "/Jean·Luc
Panty!Atlantic SD/911 0
By GEORGE GESNER
Two knowledgeable men sat in a
perfectly acoustic sound ·chamber
accompanied only by their thoughts
and a copy of Enigmatic Ocean by
Jean-Luc Panty. After listening to
the album with discreet smiles on
their educated faces they had come
to a conclusion; or had they?
"Jean- Luc is a rock violinist,"
the one man said. "On the contrary," said the other, "he's a jazz
violinist." The problem was indeed
enigmatic. Will the story be
resolved?
Panty is one of those rare finds
that successfully crosses over
between rock and jazz. And he does
it with style.
Bassist Ralph Armstrong sets up
the heavy funk rhythf!l for the

A sample of the sights to be seen at the Solell Laser Light music
Extro. vaganzo.
·
·

USE IT!

Papa John Cteach

Noel

"Trans-Love Express" with Ponty
playing 'in the style of fellow
violinist Papa'John Creach.
The beautiful "Mirage" excels
with an ill~sive quality built up by '' "Phantazia" /Noel Pointer/Blue
the hypno~1c effect of a constant Note BN-LA736-H
gent.Ie g.ut~ar rhythm and the
By. GEORGE GESNER.
echomg vwhn of P~mty.
. Rarely has a debut album and
The album also mclupes th~ _lll.Ost . a'rtist come to the musical arena
with such and impressive musical
career.
Violinist supreme Noel Pointer, a
soloist with Symphony of the New
World,
Chicago
Chamber
Orchestra and Detroit Symphony
Orchestrs, teams up with the best in
jazz (Earl Klugh, nave Grusin,
. J ann Tropea, Will Lee, Steve
popular piece
Gadd, Lee Ritenour, Tom Scott
and two long epics "Enigmatic· and Bud Shank); the result being an,
Ocean" in four parts .and "the impressive album.
Struggle of the Turtle to the Sea" in
Beautiful Klugh ballads are
three parts. They are both works Of mixed with well-adapted standards
such as "Fiddler on tile Roof" and
great accomplishment.
··~wayfaring Stranger." Stevie
If you .hear a gong on the album, Wonder's "Living for the City"·
it is most likely the talented and Grusin's S'Phantazia" put
guitarist from Gong, Allan some zest into the album. Rate the ·
Holdsworth.
album A minus.

Pointet

ffiic hael Btown t~ Be Out ~f Step
Peace Corps
& Vista
Sign Up

Now

..

.

··Placement Offices:
Mesa Vista Hail &
Law School Bldg. ifoday only)
Information Booth: Student Union

On Campus
Todaythru
Friday
For Your
Interview

The Cultural Programs Committee and Popejoy Hall at UNM
will present Out of Step, the first
production in the 1977-78 celebrity
series, Oct. 9 at Popejoy Hall.
Conceived, written adn performed by Michael Brown, Out Of
Step (formerly titled "The Great
American Nut Show") is a multimedia musical entertainment of
songs, stories, photographs and
film of about a dozen of America's
most famous and fascinating
misfits.
Those examined in Out of Step
range from little-known Emperor
Norton, who declared himself ruler

of the United States and thought he creating music and lyrics, he
reigned for ten years; to world produces,. directs, wrties scripts and
famous Howard Hughes, who is appears as a performer.
"Out of Step" will be performed
said to have feared germs os much
he wore Kleenex boxes on his feet. in Popejoy Hall, Sunday, Oct. 9 at
The gamut also includes tragic Starr 8:15 p.m. Tickets are $3, $4, and
Faithful, Lizzie Borden, un- $5. (with one-half price discount
predictable
Aimee
Semple for UNM students)
Tickets are available at all Ticket
McPherson, John Dillinger and
outlets· and Popejoy Hall
Master
Calvin Coolidge to name a few.
beginning Friday, Sept. 23. For
Michael Brown, a nationally further information contact the
acclaimed entertainer, is basically a Popejoy Hall Box office at 277songwriter, but in addition to 3121. .

..,Y.

~OliERT SPIEGEL
It wasn't merely his technical
proficiency ·that made Vassar
Clements Nashville's top fiddler.
His greatness ha~ a lot to do with
his imagination as well as the
mastering of his instrument. It's the
lack of imagination that makes The
Vassar Clements Band such a
disappointing album
Clements can play unexpected
melodies against the song's basic
melody, giving the song extra
dimensions, adding a complex
tension rare in even the best country

NO FLUFF
JUST COMMITMENT
• 2 years sb.1dent advisory board
• University provost search
committee
• ASUNM Vice President
• Senior Political Science major in
honors pnl,gram

The enigma has been resolved.
Ponty is a violinist. A

music. But there's none of this on
his new solo album.
This record isn't Clements at his
best, but the man's got it, and it' 11
surely return.
·

"The Bluegrass Session"I Vassar
Clements/Flying Fish FF038
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Although this album tends to be
more of a bluegrass jam than a
Vassar Clement's album, it's a nice
collection of some fine picking.
Clements is aided by such bluegrass
greats as Bobby and Wynn Osborne
on mandolin and banjo, and Doug
Jernigan on dobro and steel guitar.
The entire album was recorded in
one day, but it sounds as if the
muscians have been playing
together for years. Clements
displays some of his finest fiddle.
Onh is last album, Clements
attempted to expand his music.
Some was good, some not quite up
to his usual excellence. Although a
good, creative musician inevitably
grows, expands and takes chances,
it's nice that Clements is still willing
to record the music that originally
em bodied his greatness: bluegrass.

Ballot position F

This Weekend
In The

-DillY 1!1!181
Loea·~d

lu The Student Union
Building Basement

.The SUBWAY STATION Will Be

CLOSED
On Friday, October 7
Because of the

GRATEFUL. DEAD
Specials
Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

~

2Forl
5-Bpm
Shrimp
Cocktail
"""'

ffilcho.el Brown, to be featured o.t Popejoy Ho.ll.
~

lS

Student
Directories
are on sale now
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Saturday, October 8
For Your Dancing Pleasure~
The Fantastic Show Group

AMIGOS
Doors Open at 8:30p.m.,

Sl.OO

Located In The Student Union
Building Basement

This Week:

Admission Prices
Students
(Plus One Guest; With UNM ID)
$1.00 each
·
Public
$2.00 each

Traveller

'

for25c
with a valid UNM ID
at the
Student Information Center
in the SUB
and the UNM Bookstore

Presented By The
ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Committee

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250
•

--

Concert at the UNM Arena
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"The Cat and the Fiddle"!Papa John Creach!DJM DJLPA-11
0
By BRIAN MA TTHEJf'S
~
This album is a disappointment.
r
Papa John has a pretty big name, and has been around for quite a few g.
years--with all his success and plain old musical ability, he should be .0
releasing quality material. The Cat and the Fiddle is probably Papa John ;i'
6'
Creach at his worst. It is really a strung out LP.
You know, some people may think it's easy to sit down and write words ~
on paper blasting an artist on his work, on his art--but it is difficult, :"
because the reviewer knows it's his real work, his art and his.income. But in t;;
this case case I must do some blasting.
:::J
A few friends say Cat and the Fiddle is dissco. It may be true, but there
are also elements CJ[ rock, street-corner blues, jazz-rock and even reggae.
It's really spread out, unfortunately.
To make things worse Creach added vocals to alllO tracks. The best cut
is the uptempo "Let's Get Dancin", the other nine songs get lost along the
way.

Vassat Clements
"The VasarclementsBand"!Vasar
C/ements/MCA-2270
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For Woman Golfer Sherri Chandler
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By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Playing with a set of golf clubs sh
~
!l. and her father bought from her
brother, UNM golfer Sherri
Chandler began golfing at the age
of nine in the southern New Mexico
city of Carlsbad.
oO

..,

Chandler, a freshman, played
with Carlsbad High School's men's
team up until her sophomore year
then competed as an individual in
her junior and senior years.
Three state championships later,
Chandler is now one ofUNM's best
woman ~nkers under women's golf

Texas Instruments
Programmab~158
• The Tl 58 offers
enormous calculating power ...
• Up to 480 program
steps or up to 60
memories
• When
integrated
with program module
delivers up to 5000
program steps

$109 95
w/tax Reg. 124

90

*ask about
student discounts

Free Special Offer
for a limited time get a
19-program Leisure Library
-a $35.00 value!

( HOLMAN'S, INC.)
401 Wyoming NE

265-7981

\

coach Henry Sandles.
Chan\ller's three state championships came in the women's
division of New Mexico golf.
In her first major college match
this past weekend against Brigham
Young in Durango, Colo.,
Chandler led the women with great
scores of 77 for the first day, and
the score the second day. The
women romped to a 62-stroke win
over the highly-touted Cougar
women.

-

Chandler's fine performance
over the weekend has earned the
blonde linker this week's Daily
LOBO Player ofthe Week award.
"I was scared ·at first with college
golf," Chandler said, "the girls
were much better than they were in
high school. In college you have to
practice more, especially for big
tournaments."

Inter-Mountain Meeting
Plans Fem Sports Future

In her first taste of play outside
of high school golf and 'last
weekend's BYU meet, Chandler
finished second at the Maestros .
Golf Tournament held at
Albuquerque's Los Altos Golf
Course in mid-September.
A local woman golfer finished
first, but Chandler was first of six
UNM women who competed.

ByCATHYPAVLETICH.
LOBO Sports Writer
Rules, regulations, and the
setting for of future schedules were
but a few of the topics discussed
Sept. 22-24 at the annual InterMountain Conference Women's
Athletic meeting held this year at
Old Town Sheraton Inn.
According to Linda Estes,
UNM's .women's athletic director;
those attending tl;le meetings
consisted of the women's athletic
directors from each school in the
conference, and the coaches of the
various women's sports programs.
One of the main objectives
completed at the annual three-day
meeting was the setting of schedules
for each of the sports. The
schedules are sometimes set two
years in advance. With the 10 sports
involved in women's athletics it can
become a time-consuming process.
One rule change in particular has
.members of the UNM women's

VNM Golfer Sherri Chandler
Daily LOBO Player of the Week

-Coach Suffers
Heart Attack

· Commenting on the BYU match,
Chandler said, "After I saw how
everyone else played, I knew my
capabilities.
The weather was
windy and cold, but I'm used to the
UNM freshman football coach Reese Smith suffered a heart attack
wind because it's always windy in
Friday
night at the residence of head grid coach Bill Mondt while Ifstening
Carlsbad. I'm not used to the cold
to the Lobo-Brigham Young game.
_
though."
Smith, who has had a history of heart problems, suffered the heart
attack during halftime of the game.
Smith is in the Coronary Care Unit of Presbyterian Hospital and is
reportely doing fine.

OVER

Peoplethesedaysdoa lot
ol running a·round.
Sometimes.for fun.
But most of the time
they're going ~orne
place. Or commg
home from same.
So along
comes;·
Puch with
a great·
idea. A
method of
.
getting there and back
that beats walking by a country mile because it's <I lot more
fun and doesn't cost a whole
lot more.
.
A Puch has pedals for starting and a peppery little engine
forzippingyou around
without blisters.
+.,!.~ bunions, or getting
"~ out of breath.
It travels at

."1.ir': .

UNIVERSITY of NEW ME XI CO
!n the

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Sponsored

ALPHA

What can we say,
after we say
Earl Scruggs?

TAU

by the

OMEGA

October 3rd thru 7th

.on. - Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 8:30

Earl Scruggs has always stood
for unsurpassable musicianship.
Every performance, every album
by The Earl Scruggs Revue, is
memorable and enjoyable.

"-../ PUCH

It goes without saying.
On Columbia Records and Tapes.

PUCH

Cowiered1

:..,-agon· .. ;

program outraged. Estes explained Conference is not alone in its
the rule change by saying "It is an opposition to the discriminatory
inequality· to women's athletics." rule. Tile majority of regions and
. But her feelings on the issue are conferences of women's sports,
Estes said "want to get rid of the
much more complex.
The rule which is technically to discrimination being handed to
go into effect in July of '78, states women," and should this rule pass
that the scholarships offered to in the national meeting (which is
women in athletics will no longer being held in Atlanta, Geo. In
include room and board, as do Ham.iary). Estes feels she speaks for
men's scholarships, but will only most people when she says "UNM
pay for tuition. This rule .is being will challenge it legally,"
proposed on a national level.
The Inter-Mountain Conference
It is meetings such as the one held
Women's
Athletic meetings, Estes
here that will hopefuiJy be able to
feels
were
extremely beneficial this
put a stop to the rule before it takes
year
and
despite
rulings such as the
effect, said Estes.
one
trying
to
be·
passed in the
Estes said she feels that in many
national
meeting.
ways, on the national level of rule
Estes said Women's sports are on
changing and decision making,
the
upswing and we've acwomen's athletics are "being held
complished
a lot."
back" and rules such as the one the
Inter-Mountain conference is so
opposed to ·"are archaic in
thought."
J3stes said the Inter-Mountain
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this year to Lubbock, Texas and Boulder, Colo., the UNM :::l
cheerleaders will boost the UNM football team Saturday night at~
University Stadium to open the 1977 Lobo home football schedule against t"'
Arizona State.
.
g.
The 1977-78 squad, made up of five men and five women, have ten-?
tatively scheduled a pep rally for the 1977 UNM homecoming, The site has $?
yet to be picked,
0
During this year's football season, the cheerleaders will be concentrating ~
on using the mini-tramp, along with doing many double stunts and _;;..
pyramids.
~
The main goal of the cheerleaders is to get the crowd involved and to see j
the UNM spirit change.
·
Even before the cheerleaders hit the turf in Lubbock for the Tech game,
they were taking place in civic organizations and fund-raising events.
. The cheerleaders were hosts of the Super-Stars competition held at
various community centers in Albuquerque.
Apart from cheering at all the home football games, the cheerleaders will
be traveling to the remaing away games in Fort Colins, Colo., Las Cruces,
and Tucson, Ari.
The 1977-78 UNM Cheerleaders: Front Row (left-right) Steve Ivens, Robert Nance, Dave
All five women on the chcerleading sqtiad graduated from Albuquerque
Rieglman, Roy [)_ennis, and Roger Emard. Back Row (left-right) Cindy Geissler, Yvette high schools where they were all cheerleaders.
Griego, Warrenna Padilla, Joclyn Vallejos, and Martha Lovato.
One girl is from Sandia, one is from Rio Grande, two are from Valley
and one is from Albuquerque High.
··-

Brother's Clubs Spark Interest
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CAESAR'S

5~
OPENING SOON!
home of the Italian
style hot dog
4701 Men aut NE

L.L_~Ifydu ~if:~ at
.·., South Station
.in Boston,·

'•

~: '"').

the rate of up to 150 miles·
per gallon. Starts at about
$399. And goes for a long
time with practically no
maintenance at ail.
Do some- __
thing nice m·;
.
for your I,· j··· .!
feet. Come - · .
in and ride

\PUGH.
THE

r~~~.h

PUGH

MAXIMUM
MOPED.
PUCH

PUCH

come to Ned's.

Available at LP Goodbuy

I

.

.

Some places get to be famous just because it's fun. to be there. South Stalia:n is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned's for years. Fa~ous for sa.ndwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an jnside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanglng plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good titne. All the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
•
you. There's no place ltke Ned'sl

-1200 Central S.E.
255-0462
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Queen Contestants ·S·pe,ak Out
l•ont.from pooo31

o

member of Eta Kappa Nu, the
· electrical engineering honorary. For
the past year, I have been treasurer
of Blue Key and president of Pi
Beta Phi.
It is exciting to see homecoming
return to a more traditional spirit.
The impact of UNiyl, Homecoming
on the community is the perfect
opportunity for UNM to improve
its image.. The role of ·the
hornecoming qu_een is a signifi<;ant
part of that process, and I would
like to be a part of this new image.

cessful it needs high-calibar
students. I would .like to .. be
homecoming queen because I
would like to help recruit the
students of the future to UNM. I
am a twenty-year old senior and I
am bilingual ·in Spanish and
English. As a political science
major I've been actively involved in
several political campaigns and this
has given me experience in campaigning and recruiting. I am involved in student government,
currently serving as an ASUNM
faculty/student committee. Most of
all, I love UNM. I would like to be
able to tell people what a truly great
school I think it is.

throughout the entire year. Haying
served
on
the
ASUNM
;, Homecoming Committee for the
'§ past two years has made me realize
0 that the homecoming queen is much
8 more than a figurehead. Her role is
'B one of an ambassador; she has to
::E reflect the spirit and pride ofUNM.
~
In my years here at UNM, I feel I
Z have proven my concern and
leadership abilities through my
" diverse activities. My record also
d~monstrates ·a balance between
activities and scholastics. As an
engineering major, minoring in
math and German, I have maintained a 3.5 GPA, and I was
Homecoming is for some, sweet
.rec.ently invited to become a
• .Jilemories of the past; for others
great hopes for the future. It is an
opportunity to encounter new
acquaintances, renew old frienThe
dships, and show one'~ 1oyalty to
his or her school. 1t is a tradition
ASUNM
This year's homecoming queen is
that permits the Alumni to
expected
to fulfill more obligation
Film
reacquaint themselves with their
and
become
more involved with,
to,
alma mater and allows the student
Committee
of
New Mexico. This
the
University
body to join together and exhibit
is
a
responsibility
I would enjoy
their school pride. It is also a time
having.
I
would
like
to see the
to select a homecoming queen who
will reign over the festivities, · homecoming queen in a position of
proudly representing the University honor and respect. She should be a
and promoting ,goodwill on this representative of the entire
University. Many of my attitudes,
special occasion.
ideals, beliefs and goals have been
As homecoming queen I would formed from 'all aspects of a full
endeavor to uphold the high college life. I have lived in a private
standards of the University and dorm, an apartment, a house, the
would emphasize our many merits dorms and this semester I have
and achievements. I have been pledged Delta Delta Delta sorority.
actively involved in various student
sctivities
over the past three years, This, and my participation in
Presents
and have a true respect and ad- sports, has given me the opin person
miration for the University of New portunity to interact with a variety
Mexico and those people who have of people. Because I am very inStan
made it so great.
terested in and· enthusiastic about
Brakhage
UNM today •. I would like the
opportunity to represent you as our
homecoming queen

.g

s

£

Christi Ray

Stacy Wilson

Leslie

McCa~hy

Rhonda
~uchensky
Next week is a big one for all of
us at the University of New Mexico,
and one of the main events is the
coronation of the queen on Oct. II.
I am one of the II finalists trying
for the honor of being chosen as
UNM homecoming queen for 1977.

We're Open!

Today you are votlng for the person
you feel is the best qualified for this
position and 1 would like for you to :
seriously consider giving me your
vote. I feel that I am well qualified

:l?ul;>lic Skating
M-F 12'3~pm. & 8-10 p.m. .

Sat & SUfl.-24 pro..& 8-10 p.m-

Admission ·

The
Union
(sub)
Theatre
Wednesday
8:00p.m.

· ,

$150 for adults •
$100 for children Uflder 12
Skate Rentals 50c

Campus 'groups
• • • •
Why-not have an
ice skatjng.p~y?
For information call:
David Foster
255-2715
9 am. to 5 p.m.

Dischar:ges Cause Stir
WASHINGTON
(UPI)
President
Carter's amnesty
program for Vietnam-era veterans
ended Tuesday with the Pentagon
terming it a success, critics calling it
a disaster and legislators demanding repeal of relief already granted
under it.
Announcing the end of the
amnesty program, instituted six
months ago to fulfill a Carter
campaign promise, a Pentagon
spokesman called it "a success."
But the Rev. Barry Lynn; a
longtime amnesty activist who
works out of the United Church of
Christ's office for church in Society
said, "The program was marked by
broken pro!l1ises, inept implementation and nearly total
failure."
On the President's desk is
legislation passed by Congress
which would require the re-opening
of almost all cases where discharges.

were automatically upgraded under
the special discharge review
program.
Lynn said if Carter signs the
legislation it would "Gut" the justended program. The American
Civil Liberties Union said it would
go to court to fight implementation
of the legislation.
Carter has until Saturday to
decide.
Under the Carter program a total
of 425,000 veterans -- 264,000 with
"general" and 161,000 with
"undersirable" discharges - - were
eligible for the program.
Total applicants amounted to
36,826 or 8. 7 percent of those _
eligible.
Pentagon officials said they
considered the program successful
because 80 percent of those whose
discharges were upgraded came
from undesirable ranks.

AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER
(Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply)

Homecoming. Football games
and queens, bonfires an~
memories. But what is underneath
is all? I believe homecoming is
students-of the past, of the present
and of the future. For a university
to be great and strong and sue-

with
Text of
Light

for the position through the various with the 4-Corners Balloon Rally
activities, both community and this past summer.
In closing I would like for you to ·
campus, I've participated in during
my college years. I am a member of consider my qualificl!tions and the
Delta Delta Delta sorority in which fact that t])is position means a lot to
I hold the office of Coalumnae me. UNM homecoming queen is a
chairman and a past president of big honor, an honor I would
Collegiate Civitans, and _help_ef!. '.C: respect.

• Ray·Ban and Photochrome sun shades
• Prescription and Non-prescription
• Best prices· fast service

Now Is The Time To Consider
June Employment
Opportunities
Career Employment Opportunities
With The
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency

Cfassifieds
l.

PERSONALS

INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traccntJon, mrillzation, abortion, Right to Choose,

ACCURATE

294·0171. 12/3

GREEDY? Make i! !o NED'S on Wod•10sdays for
tllclrSpedal Drink Night! 10/5
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
Center, Spring 1978.1nformalion, 229 Ortega Hall,
277~2636

10/28

GUYS & DOLLS-University Singles Club is here. If
you like to par(y, have fun, & meet people like
yourself. wrile to us for all the free details. P.O,
Box 11669, Gainesville, Florida 32604. 10/10
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255:
8736. tfn
'
Jes~!S reincarnated, named Michael. (See Daniel 12:1,
Revelation!> 3: 12) Religious authorities supprc;ossing
the truth. For detailed expla11ation of Revelations
write: Johannes de Silentio, P,O, BoX 612, South
Bend, In diann, 46624. 1017
LONGING FOR BRIE? Jarlsberg? Roquefort? Goat
cheescs, Church Mou~c Ch~ese Shop, Old Town,
404S;:mFelipl",li·7,Mon.-Sat. 10/7
ATTRACT and hold your dream lover. Secrets of an
astrologer. Send his/her Uate of birth, specify
mttle/fcmalc, $1.00 to Aquarius, P.O. Bo~>: H,
Monroe, M148161. 10/5
RUN & VOTEt! SUSIE VIGIL for Homecoming
Queen. Position B. 10/S
NICK; Well, it was fun then. It WIU like our own pri·
''me litlle hideaway and the food was the bcst a
reasonable price~. All that ham't changed, but I
think our relationship has, MARY 10/5

Rate,s; 15c per word P"r day, ,JJ minimum.
5 or more cona..cutlv.. dc.ys,
9c per word per dc.y
.
(no '"funds If cance-led befor" 5 ln~"ttlons).
Tetm11 c:a.ah In a.dYo.nc•,
~- Deoa.dll1'1e-1 12 noon fot~a•xt dQy'a papet

TUTO!llNG AVAILABLE in Biology, Cheinistry,
Plty~lcs & Mnth. Pqr more information liall NCHO
it\277-4731, HI!$ Roma NE. 10/37
MEXICAN DANCE.JNSTJWCTION. Beginning&
intermediate, 243-7646. 1017
EXJlERTTYPING,266·4567. 10/10

4•

HOUSING.•

FENCED 2 bdrm.

Kids","r,"ts",;,[i,-,-m""in-u'"te""sc-,o-c71a-ss.

$160.00, 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. W/5
·
LARGI::: I bdrm., all utilitic~ paid. $125,00, 2 bl~>cks
to UNM. 262·1751, Valley Rentflls. $30.00
fee. 10/S
~U,;;;N~M;-,S;;;Po;Ei;Cl;-;A:;-L-.2;;-b;::d;::rm=s=..=,::carc-.,c:,,-:fo:irc=p:;::l,c::eo:-,"'re"nc:::;ed
· · for pet's. ·~10.00. 262·1151, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee, 10/S
~~~~~~--~~--~~
NON-SMOKER to share clean house. 842·
;;;';85;;';:;'·....:10:;;1,;:5===-=-:----:---..,;-ROOMMATE N~EDED: must be nem, clean, & reSJlOnsible. Gay or straigt1t. 2 bdnn. apt in NEarca.
Above average ap1., $8,S.OO plus Vz utilitlcs. 292·
;;-';;24:0:9:;';5..,-;;.IO;:,I.;;IO~=="'"'""':--,---,-----cc-:F-ROOMMATE WANTED. 2 bdrm. l1ousc, walking
dlstun..:e UNM. $125,00 & deposit. 247.
---"35:c~::;>•__;.IO::I.::l0:.__________________

s.

FOR SALE

FALL SALE. ·Late~! fa.5hion dresses originally
$50.00, now only .$10.00, while they last, Come and
ch~-ck our prices, the)' arc the lowest in town.
Culifornia Fashion Outlet, 231.8 Central SE. Acros~
from campus, 266-6872, 10/6
SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine. Top of
line, stU! gunranteed •. Auto. bobbin winder, computerized buttonholer, JOO's of fancy stitches, Reg,
$800,00: now $150.00 cash, 821-4256. 10/11
20 USED PORTA11LE TVs, SJO to $60. 441
Wyoming. NE,25S·SIJ87, 10/15
FOUND PERFECT HOMECOMING QUEEN
'Tcre.~a Janis.
10/5
ASPEN DR-35. Acoustic w/hard .shell case. 266·
9B44. 10/5
FlNIJ YOURSELF in the Pence Corps. Ortega 23J.
277·5907. fs
1968 VW BUG. Excellent engine, good body. Must
scll.Beth,RBJ.63S7,881·6350, 10/7
FOUND: prescription eyeglasses on windowsill out~
side Zimmerman library. Name in frame,
CAI.CUt.ATORS: Tl, HI,, & SHARP Complete
Lines & Acce5sorics. Featuring HP 97, Tl 58, &
••Rosie. '' Claim Marron Hall, Rm, lOS. 10/5
Sharp PC 1201 Programablcs. STUDENT 1100K
LOST~ m01lc dog; medium slze,long red-brown hair,
STORE!, 2122 Central A\IC. 1 243-1777. Visa &
white muulc chest and paws. Collar, tags. Pete,
MC. 10/6
255-1083. 10/5
KATHI SALMA-1 found your billfold with $20,00
PIPES, RARE OLD BRIAR straight grains; Italian&
Britid1 hand workmanship, i.e. the most beautiful
the fim day of Jichool, turned it In to Campus
Police nnd was amazed to find it Is still there unsmoke. Sa\!,inclli Autogfaph, Punta Oro, & Deluxe.
claimed. I0/6
GBD and,fRC. Call 266~3679hes. 10/6
··
LOST; :OQ!d od,gi.~a( pendcn,t. p,e;~onal value. 843·
010 SALE. 4000 New .top quality Items. Shirts! pim,t:s'
9712 Plea~et' 10/6
•
and dresses nt less that half price at Cahforn1a
'
'
Fa~hion Outlet. 2318 Celllral SE. Across from
•·• campus, 266-6872: 10/6
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & Wedding Rings: Up
to SOU:a discoulll to .students, fac·u)fy, & sfnff.
Example, lA c:l. $95,00, V1 ct. $275.00, 1 ct.
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
$795.00, by buying direcl from leading diamond
editorial sy:slem. Technical, general, legal, medical,
importer. For color catalog send SJ.OO to SMA
schola'itie. Charts& tabh:s. 34S~212S. 10/IS
l>!amonrJ Importers, Inc., !Jox 42, Fanwood, N.J.
lSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
07023 {indicate name of scl10ol) or call (212) 682~
Cull PfNM fi42·S200. trn
3390 far location of showroom nearc~t vot.t. 10/6
l'YI'ING; MA. Engli$h,on·campu~. 296.8564. Js
TYI,INO, 1st quality. 883·7787. lOili •
SURVE in the Peace- Corps. Ortega 233. 271·
5907. r.~
C.at,h for your textbook~. Student Book Store, 2122
Central. !0/6
TYI'IST EXPERWNC'EI>. 420'J !Jrockmonl NE,
2611·4770. Legal, medical, manuscripts,

2.

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES

.@CIICr<tl.

1

ffiatro·n.Ho.ll rm. 105

HONDA CR 125MX 1974, $3SO,OO firm, Call Steve,
277-S2!1S, 1.017
CENTURION SUPER LEMANS;· IO·$pecd, NeiY.
Will take best offer. Call aftCr9 p,in., Ch<lrles, 2422325, . 10/10
WATERBED FRAME; custom rnade hcadbourd,
bookshelf, $liding doors, dark .~tain. $7.5.00 or Il,O.
255·4934 eves, 10/5
1975 FORD GRANADA, Red, blk, interior,
$2,700.00. Gold sofn, $6$.00, Chairs, $35.00.
S1creo, $150,00, Bookcase etc, T!nn, 2S5·48lS
evenings. I0/12
1968 RAMIREZ Cla~sieal guitar, $2,000.0(), 247~21 17
(9·11 a.m.), 1017
BATIK
Knit tops
sport shirr.s
polos, uni·5cx
tops, long & short skirts. Cont~tcl Janet qulside
SUB Tue.~day~& Thursdays, 10:30 !02;30. 10/S ·
SALE: student des!\, $5.00; large chest drawer,
$40.00; chest drawer, $25,00; pole lamp, $9.00;
lawn iuower, $45.00; toaster, $7,00, More house-hold item~. BBI-0736. 10/5

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277~
5907. rs
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks ~stccJ.:ing.
Mu.;t be over 21 ycal'!i old. Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
Mcnaul Bivd., NE&5704 Lomas NE,
10/6
PART TIME SALESMAN In men's wear. Inquire
Richrnan Brothers, 122 Coronado Center. Some
experience preferred, to/5
WAITRESS: part time experienced waitress wanted,
Apply in person only. Mamma R'JSil ltalinn
RJ:.~taurant, 4811 Central NE.
10/S
YOUNG LADY part time. Help raise orcl1id pla11ts&
oc.lrJ jobs. 255-2415. .10/6
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards,
Houn nexible, Call S.I.A., 242·5261. tl/14
JUNIOR AND SENIOR ENGINEERING
MAJORS. Qualified individuals can receive $600 a
rnonth during their senior year and earn a position
as a Nuclear Power Engineer. Contact Placement
Office for a personal interview with Navy Nuclear
Power Manager, Oct. lllh & 12th, lOIS
I,ART TiME, 6·10 p.m., six women to do phone
work. Earn $3.00 to $3.50 per hr. In salary &
bonuse.~. Arriving i11 Albuquerque Friday, 9 a.m. &
_ will be interviewing all day Friday. Saturday& Sunday, Contact Frank Panzer at Howard Johnson
Motor lodge, 243-5693. 1017
P~fH' 'fiME WORK. $400,00 month}Y salary. Call ,
88'1!4585 after I:00 onfy, 1017 ··

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

ARE YOU CREATivgz 7:00 tonish.r.J Fir~J orgtlnl·
xallonul meeting of the new .~IUdent literary/uns:

N13EPED D8Sf)ERAT!';LYI Chcqp coffee muki:ror ""1:1
electri put for downtrodden ad staff. Call Mikl.l or 1111
Kelly :u 277-56$6. J0/11
'ft

CHEAP WATERilBDSJ Water Trips. $89.95 t:iuy.~ you I} dark walnut stained frnme, 2) .~afety liner, 3) :foam comfort pnd, 4) UllY size mattress y.oith 3-year
guurantee; $89.95. 3407 Central NE, 255· (D

z

22~9.

~

11/1
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·TO DAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

48 Ex pressed
UNITED Feature Syndicate
pleasure
· PuzzleSolved:
50 Combustion
br:-r-=r:-1
residue
51. Calculates
the value of
53 Source of
fright
57 Golfer Gene

t Done
5 Flowers
10 Bridle---14 Got up
15 German
president
t 6 Spanish
river
17 Poetic form: 61 The "A" of
2 words ·

~
-<
b
C'
9

0

n

0

C'

i:l·

y.

''U.A.R."

19 Unrestrained 62
outbreak
20 Examines in 64
deta i I
21 Flaccid
65
2.3 Fr.-Can.
damsels
66

Immoral
person
Speak
I nco heren tly r.:~...,-,t-;;t:,rr'f
Accustom:
Var.
"---Christie"
25 A least--- 67 Exuded sap
13 Tabled'----: 45 French cold
famine
68 Bangs In
26 M llltary unit 69 Metal
Meal
wind
29 Traditional18 About
47 Beat out,
minded
DOWN
2.2046
Just •
composer
1 Spheres
pounds
49 Distribute
34 Cupid's
2 Electrical
22 Angry
by measure
counterpart
unit
24 More
52 Attack
35 English
3 Jacob's
unyielding
. warning
town
brother
26 -----code
53 Fish-hook
37 Cha_r~cteristlc 4 converts fat
27 Perfume
feature
actiVI!Y rate
by heating
28 Thing that
54 U.S.S.R.
38 Negative
5 Whoopeerefreshes
river
prefix.
maker: Brit.
30 Judah's son 55 Contributed
39 ExplosiVe
6 Portly
31 Urge for56 Fr. Can.
m1ssle
7 Serial: Abbr.
ward
name
41 Handle
81rlsh-Gaellc
32Meager
58P~.escribed
rudely
9 Squelch: 2
.33 Pulled
·
ship's
42 Mexican
words
· . -; behinq
course
fnend
1()Cotton
•., ,:3.6 Playing
59 European
44 Blue Jays or
Iabrie
i(: . · card&
volcano
Mets
1llrish Rose's. '':39 Waterbird' ·:.' .~O·Milde a
45 Boundary
mate
· · ·4·0 Ordains
study of
46 N. A mer.
t 2 vacuum
beforehand 63 Weapon
sport
tube: Suffix
43 Captured

SKATEBOARD CITY, now open. 1·1 weekdays, II·
7 Saturday, Carrying a full line of boards, trucks,
a~'Cessories, & safety cquipmen1. Located on 106
Mprhlngsi~E. near Ccnlral. 255·4136. 10/6
RUN.& VOTE!! SUSIE VJCill. for Hc\ll1Ccoming
Queen. Position B. 10/S

Dinah
Taylor

10:7

for
UNM Homecoming
·Queen

The Central Intelligence Agency has professional opportunities for persons trained in the disciplines listed below. If you
are a senior or graduate student now completing your
studies we will be pleased to review your credentials.
Computer Science
Economics/Econometlcs
Electrical/Electronic Engineering
Foreign Area Studies
Foreign Language (Russian, Eastern Europe,
Middle Eastern, Oriental, Spanish)
International Relations
Information Science
Mathematics
Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Optics

A1TENTION Blncks, ChiL'Unos, Native Americans,
men - the C'oll~ge of Nursing Minority Program
ht~~ ltl!oring available for Chern, Ill & Chem, 2!2;
lho. 237 & Uio, 239; M<Jth 102; & Nurs, 239. Call
~77·2507 or come to North Campus, Nurs·
mg/Pharm<lCY llldg., Rm, ISS. IO/J 1

VOTE
Wed. Oct.-5
Ballot Position 6

) lSSJ.!! ~.,
3 Jiayt!Ci

All initial assignments are in the Washington, D.C. area.
Some require foreign travel. U.S. citizenship required.
Get an application form from the Career Planning &
Placement Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall, South. MAlL
IT NOW. Qualified applicants will be contacted to arrange an
off-campus interview.
MAIL YOUR OWN RESUME OR APPLICATION FORM TO:
L.L.CURR'AN
P.O. BOX669
LAWNDALE, CA 90260
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one noDI er
N M Daily Lobo

Heavy use of our present telephone system has
caused· complaints of difficulty in calling the Daily
Lobo. To ease the problem we have gone to a new
rotary telephone system. The change has necessated

the assignment of a new telephone number to Student
Publications. We now have a single number (277-5656)
which will reach alf of our offices---news to advertising.
We apologize for any inconvience
f
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.An Eveninrj With

UNM's Hamecaminrj
Cancert
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~GR~l~fUl D~AD

With Special Guests "

TDWEFI.DF POWER

.

'

'

and

Friday, Dctaber 7
B:DD p·.m.
UNM Arena
'
Reserved
Seats
$7.50

·REDBDNE
. Friday, Dctaber 14
EI':D'D p.m.~~ · ..
UN,M "Rren·~·• ..
Reserved Seats
$Ei.5D

J
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Tickets an sale naw at all Ticket Master Outlets:
. Recard World, M.antraamery Plaza • Dillard'S, Winrack
Bath LB Gaadbuy Lacatians • Bath l:ieneral Stare Lacatians
People's Chaijce, Ria Rancha •. Candy man, Santa Fe
.
.
·UNM SUB and Papejay H~t:ll BaH.Dffices

-

~. . .

